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a b s t r a c t

With the development of IP networks and intelligent optical switch networks, the backbone network
tends to be a multi-granularity transport one. In a multi-granularity transport network (MTN), due to
the rapid growth of various applications, the scale and complexity of network devices are significantly
enhanced. Meanwhile, to deal with bursty IP traffic, the network devices need to provide continuous
services along with excessive power consumption. It has attracted wide attention from both academic
and industrial communities to build a power-efficient MTN. In this paper, we design an effective node
structure for MTN. Considering the power savings on both IP and optical transport layers, we propose
a mathematical model to achieve a cross-layer optimization objective for power-efficient MTN. Since
this optimization problem is NP-hard (Hasan et al. (2010) [11]) and heuristic or intelligent optimization
algorithms have been successfully applied to solve such kinds of problems in many engineering domains
(Huang et al. (2011) [13], Li et al. (2011) [17] and Dong et al. (2011) [5]), a Green integrated Routing and
Grooming algorithm based on Biogeography-Based Optimization (Simon (2008) [23]) (GRG_BBO) is also
presented. The simulation results demonstrate that, compared with the other BBO based and state-of-
the-art power saving approaches, GRG_BBO improves the power savings at a rate between 2%–15%whilst
the high-level multi-user QoS (Quality of Services) satisfaction degree (MQSD) is guaranteed. GRG_BBO is
therefore an effective technique to build a power-efficient MTN.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Increasingly mature technologies in IP and intelligent switch
optical networks result in a huge amount of switching traffic and
wavelengths in fibers. Correspondingly, the optical cross-connect
(OXC) has a more complicated structure, and the network stabil-
ity and reliability becomes rather poor [4]. Furthermore, a tra-
ditional OXC only supports the wavelength-level traffic but hin-
ders the coarser granularity (e.g., waveband) transmission. This
problem also restrains the processing speed of the network nodes
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and becomes the bottleneck in developing a high-speed switching
technology. To solve the above problem and to implement a seam-
less integration of IP and optical transport networks, the multi-
granularity switching mechanism is necessary to be introduced to
build a multi-granularity transport network (MTN) [4]. MTN is an
effective network structure equipped with a simple node struc-
ture for reducing the power consumption cost. In MTN, various
granularity-levels demand (e.g., IP traffic, wavelength, waveband,
and even fiber) transmissions are utilized. Ideally, each intermedi-
ate node merely needs one optical switching port to transmit traf-
fic. Therefore, the transmission efficiency and network throughput
are improved in the optical transport layer.

The greenhouse effect is aggravated due to increasing power
consumption. It is reported that the reduction of 1% power
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consumption saves 5 billion dollars per year [22]. Designing
a power-efficient MTN has attracted wide attention from both
academic and industrial communities. Overall, there are two
factors of excessive power consumption in an MTN. One factor
is the expanding network scale and service ranges driven by the
rapid growth of various applications. The other factor is that the
network devices need to provide continuous services to deal with
burst IP traffic and that redundant links and devices are required to
guarantee network reliability. However, due to low link or device
utilization, a huge amount of power used for network transmission
is wasted [32]. In this paper, we study how to improve the power
saving for anMTNwhilst its advantages are still fully exploited.We
have two roadmaps to reduce power consumption, i.e., achieving
power saving from the device level and from the system level.

For device-level power saving, a primary strategy is to reduce
the power consumption in devices by introducing novel manu-
facturing technologies or power aware modules. For system-level
power saving, the primary strategies are traffic reorganization,
power aware routing, and hybrid grooming (e.g., traffic grooming
with an optical bypass). In traffic reorganization, an effective ap-
proach of traffic migration and rerouting lets more devices in the
system turn into the idle state and then fall into sleepmode or even
be shut down. Power aware routing aims to select a path alongwith
fewer number of routing hops traversed. Hybrid grooming is able
tomultiplex several IP-level demands from the IP layer into a high-
capacity optical tunnel by traffic grooming. Meanwhile, an optical
bypass without optical–electrical–optical (OEO) conversion is im-
plemented on the optical layer. Thereby hybrid grooming reduces
the power consumption by IP router ports and OEO conversions.

Note that device-level power savings are constrained by
the slow development of manufacturing technologies. As a
typical system-level power saving method, the issue of green
integrated network routing and grooming has become the research
focus on designing future power-efficient MTN. Specially, to
achieve the globally optimal network power efficiency, a green
integrated routing and grooming algorithm should jointly utilize
various power saving strategies such as traffic reorganization,
hybrid grooming, waveband switching, and intelligent routing.
Furthermore, it also needs to consider the coordination and
cooperation between the cross-layer devices and links of thewhole
network.

To support cross-layer optimization based and power-efficient
MTN, we propose a novel green integrated routing and grooming
algorithm based on biogeography-based optimization, which we
call GRG_BBO. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first
work addressing cross-layer optimization in greenMTN. Themajor
contributions of this paper are listed as follows.

(1) We propose a novel node structure for MTN. At the IP layer,
the core router module has the functionalities of power aware-
ness and management. At the optical transport layer, a multi-
granularity optical cross-connect (MG-OXC) structure is deployed
to support switching the traffic at granularities larger than a sin-
gle wavelength. The sparse deployment of wavelength converters
is cost-efficient and guarantees the wavelength continuity.

(2) We describe a new type of traffic matrix. In such a matrix,
an element not only records the traffic between a network node
pair, but also considers user diversity, i.e., recording the required
QoS (Quality of Services) level mapped into the application type of
each user.

(3) We present a new metric, namely, a power consuming
coefficient,which is the ratio of the actual power consumption over
the maximum power consumption, to evaluate network power
efficiency. Furthermore, we introduce a new concept of multi-
user QoS satisfaction degree (MQSD) by considering the diversity
of different users’ QoS satisfaction degrees. A QoS weighting
coefficient matrix is constructed to form a mapping between
various application types and various required QoS satisfaction
degrees.

(4)We design a layered auxiliary graph (LAG) based on the node
structure inMTN to support GRG_BBO. In LAG, the reasonable edge
weight is set and multiple candidate paths are calculated on LAG
for each demand. Meanwhile, our LAG helps to generate an initial
solution for BBO.

(5)GRG_BBOuses the traffic reorganization technique (e.g., load
migration and adaptive sleeping) in the core router module. The
traffic on the lightly loaded devices is transferred into heavily
loaded ones. Thus, more devices in the core router module are
turned into the idle state and the corresponding power is saved
at the IP layer.

(6) GRG_BBO effectively combines hybrid grooming with
waveband switching. Hybrid grooming is used to achieve power
efficiency at the IP layer.Waveband switching is used for switching
port saving at the optical transport layer.

(7) GRG_BBO can further improve the effectiveness of both
hybrid grooming and waveband switching by using intelligent
BBO. Finally, global cross-layer optimization of both power
consumption and MQSD is achieved.

2. Related work

2.1. Literature review

Although the issue of power saving has attracted a lot of
interest, little research has been done on green integrated routing
and grooming in MTN. Simulation results given in [2] have
predicted the trend of power consumption in the next generation
Internet, where the core network consumes most of the power.
As one of the primary elements in the core network, cross-layer
optimization of a power-efficient design of MTN is emphasized.
However, no effective green integrated routing and grooming
algorithms are presented in [2].

For device-level power saving, the primary strategies include
the manufacturing technologies improvement in the reduction of
the device scale and power consumption [8,19], and the adaptive
load migration and fast sleeping of the devices [21,7]. However,
the slow innovation of manufacturing technologies and the high
complexity of introducing relevant function modules hinder the
development and production of highly power-efficient devices.
For system-level power saving, traffic reorganization schemes
[1,25,15,14] have been proposed for the IP layer and the optical
transport layer in the MTN. At the IP layer, dynamic rerouting
methods are quite popular. The main idea is to transfer the traffic
on lightly loaded devices to heavily loaded ones. Idle devices
fall into sleep mode or are turned off to save power in the IP
network [25]. At the optical transport layer, traffic switching
among different lightpaths is proposed in [15,14]. In this method,
traffic on one lightpath is tuned to the idle spectrum of another
lightpath. This way, the traffic on the previous lightpath was
vacated and the associated interfaces are turned off to save power
at the optical transport layer. However, traffic reorganization
schemesmake the network topology dynamically changing, which
worsens the delay and error rate.

Most of previous research on power aware routing focused on
wireless networks, where the power supplement of each node is
constrained. SinceMTN is awired network, the limited supplement
of power is not an important issue. Only a few papers [10,29]
have proposed adaptive routing algorithms in wired networks to
calculate the lower power-consuming paths. However, adopting
power saving strategies at the IP layer only is not the final step.
This motivates us to transfer more traffic from the IP layer onto the
optical transport layer. That is, the cross-layer optimization design
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based on green integrated routing and grooming is necessary to be
investigated.

With regard to power-efficient grooming, Shen [22] proposed a
hybrid grooming based power saving strategy by investigating the
unique features of MTN. By using this strategy, multiple IP-level
demands are groomed into a high-capacity lightpath bypassing
all of the intermediate nodes at the optical transport layer. Thus,
both the number of used IP router ports and the number of
OEO conversions are reduced to save power. Overall, there are
mainly two categories of approaches for implementing power
saving based on hybrid grooming. They are (1) maximizing the
power saved from hybrid grooming and (2) minimizing the power
consumption by establishing lightpaths. In the first category, Shen
and Yetginer [22,31] proposed a hybrid grooming strategywith the
reduction of power consumption in the electrical interfaces at the
IP layer and the OEO conversions. Furthermore, an integer linear
programming (ILP) model was used to solve the above problem.
Xia [30] proposed an auxiliary graph based hybrid groomingwhere
the edge weight is set by the power usage. Based on this auxiliary
graph, optical bypass, traffic grooming, and hybrid grooming
were respectively implemented. Simulation results demonstrated
that hybrid grooming obtains the best effect of power saving.
In the second category, Cao et al. [4] have studied the power
aware hybrid grooming problem and proposed auxiliary-graph-
based heuristics. By using the current active components in core
routers as much as possible, a heuristics proposed in [4] can
increase the number of components with idle states, so that
the power consumption in establishing the lightpaths decreases.
However, these existing approaches are restricted by each other.
In particular, the improvement of power saving by using hybrid
grooming could increase the power consumed by establishing
lightpaths, and vice versa. Thus, it is necessary to introduce more
effective sub-strategies and integrate them into hybrid grooming
for further improving the network power efficiency.

Waveband switching is an effective way of reducing the
power consumed by establishing lightpaths. It can bind multiple
lightpaths into a waveband tunnel with more than two physical
hops and transmit them as a single unit to reduce the power
consumption in the optical switching ports. To support waveband
switching in a power-efficient routing, several waveband merging
schemes were proposed [16,20,18,9]. Among which, the sub-path
scheme [9] has the best effect on port saving. In this scheme,
multiple lightpaths which traverse the common links can be
grouped. Therefore, a joint utilization of hybrid grooming and
waveband switching is promising. In this context, Wang and
Hou [27,12,28] proposed a concept of integrated grooming, in
which after grooming IP-level demands into the lightpaths, the
network lightpaths are selectively merged into the waveband
tunnels. However, the current research on integrated grooming
aims to reduce the network expenditure and has not addressed the
power saving in MTN.

Overall, the aforementioned traffic reorganization, power-
efficient routing, and grooming methods are independent of each
other. Furthermore, they are only restricted to either the IP layer
or optical transport layer and no cross-layer optimization has been
studied. A green integrated routing and grooming algorithm for
future MTN needs to integrate the traffic reorganization, power-
efficient routing, hybrid grooming, and waveband switching
during the green transmission of multi-granularity demands.
Moreover, a cross-layer optimization oriented green integrated
routing and grooming can further improve the network power
efficiency with the help of effective intelligent optimization
techniques.

2.2. Biogeography-based optimization (BBO)

The reference model of the BBO is orthogonal to an ecological
system along with multiple habitats. The habitat suitability index
(HSI) measures the suitability of one habitat for the survival
of ecological populations. Different habitats have different HSIs.
BBO relies on the key operations of population migration between
different habitats as well as population mutation to globally
optimize the whole ecological system. HSI is an important metric
used to decide if population migration and mutation are executed
in a habitat. In a habitat with a higher HSI, when the number
of its population has arrived at a certain level, some population
migrates into a neighboring habitat although its HSI is lower.
Thus, the superior features of the accepted population exist both
in this neighboring habitat and the original habitat. As such,
these superior features aremaintained and even further expanded.
In addition, when the superior features are introduced into the
neighboring habitat, the corresponding HSI is increased. Finally,
the whole ecological system is driven to evolve towards the
direction of obtaining higher HSI values. If the HSI of one habitat
remains low, the population in this habitat generates mutation to
enhance the population diversity.

3. Problem description

3.1. Network model
AnMTN is represented as a connected graph G = (V , E), where

V is a set of nodes and E is a set of links. Fig. 1 shows the node
structure consisting of a core router module, optical transceivers,
and an MG-OXC. These devices have the power awareness and
management functions. The core router module deals with the
IP-level demands and includes the line cards and chassis. Each
line card owns multiple ports and each chassis has multiple line
cards. The core router module implements the traffic aggregation,
storage, and forwarding through the master engine, forwarding
engine, and switching matrix. Optical transceivers mean a pair
of one optical transmitter and one optical receiver. The traffic
transferring between the IP layer and the optical transport layer
is performed in optical transceivers. The MG-OXC handles the
optical demands with different granularities. Correspondingly,
the MG-OXC has three granular types of cross-connect matrices,
i.e., wavelength cross-connect (WXC), waveband cross-connect
(BXC), and fiber cross-connect (FXC).

The MG-OXC also has de/multiplexing devices to implement
the separation and grouping of multi-granularity demands. The
wavelength converters are sparsely deployed in MG-OXC to save
network expenditure and power consumption. In the novel node
structure above, the traffic from the lightly loaded chassis, line
cards, or ports can be vacated, and then the idle devices are
scheduled to sleep. The power saving at the IP layer is thereby
achieved. The deployment of MG-OXC implements waveband-
level routing and reduces the optical switching ports. The power
saving at the optical transport layer is thereby achieved. For any
link ei,j, optical amplifiers are deployed at its two end nodes
to strengthen the transmission power-level and the sensitivity
degree of optical signals. In addition, as shown in Fig. 2, at every
certain physical distance along a fiber link, both in-line optical
amplifiers and optical regenerators are deployed to compensate
and rectify power loss and distortion of optical signals during long-
distance transmission.

The power consuming and QoS parameters used in this paper
are defined in Table 1. These parameters are actually input
parameters of our optimization problem. Table 2 uses Boolean
variables to mark the status of devices, that is, 0 means idle and
1 means active. These parameters are output parameters of our
problem.

3.2. Mathematical models

3.2.1. Traffic characterization
The traffic characterization in MTN describes the user’s

requirements over the network resources and QoS parameters.
Based on the DiffServ model [3] and referring to the ITU-
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Fig. 1. The node structure in MTN.
Fig. 2. The link structure in MTN.
TG.1010 document [6], we illustrate 18 different types of
available applications in MTN. Each application type t (t ∈ [1, 18])
corresponds to one QoSt , which is a set of different QoS parameter
requirements. In this paper, four types of QoS parameters are
involved, i.e., bandwidth, delay, delay jitter, and error rate.Wehave
QoSt = (∆bwt , ∆dlt , ∆jtt , ∆ert). The four elements represent
the corresponding QoS parameter requirements of traffic with the
application type t in terms of bandwidth, delay, delay jitter, and
error rate, respectively, where ∆bwt = [bw_lt , bw_ht ], ∆dlt =

[dl_lt , dl_ht ], ∆jtt = [jt_lt , jt_ht ], and ∆ert = [er_lt , er_ht ]. We
define a unicast traffic matrix R = [rsd]|V |×|V |, where rsd (QoSt)
represents the unicast traffic with application type t from the
source node vs to the destination node vd.

Given the traffic matrix R, we calculate multiple sets of
candidate paths used to transmit various types of traffic in R. The
optimal set of candidate paths is the optimal solution for R. There
are two steps to evaluate a candidate path set. First, we evaluate
its power efficiency. We introduce an important metric, power
consuming coefficient, to quantify the network power efficiency.
It is the ratio of the actual power consumption to the maximum
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Table 1
Input parameters of our problem.

Name Description Name Description

Pcr
ctr Power consumption of a master engine in the core router module Dlrg Delay of regenerating an optical signal

Pcr
chas Power consumption of a chassis in the core router module Dlt Transmission delay

Pcr
lc Power consumption of a line card in the core router module Jt


eij


Delay jitter on eij

Pcr
port Power consumption of a port in the core router module Er (vi) Error rate of vi

Pcr
b_port Power consumption of a unit bandwidth for a core router port Nvi

chas Number of chassis at vi

Pwxc
b_port Power consumption of a unit bandwidth for a wavelength switching port Nvi,j

lc Number of line cards on the jth chassis at vi

Pbxc
b_port Power consumption of a unit bandwidth for a waveband switching port Nvi,j,k

port Number of ports on the kth line card of the jth chassis at vi

P fxc
b_port Power consumption of a unit bandwidth for a fiber switching port Nvi

t Number of optical transmitters at vi

Pt Power consumption per optical transmitter Nvi
r Number of optical receivers at vi

Pr Power consumption per optical receiver Nvi
wtb Number of Wavelength To waveBand (WTB) multiplexers at vi

Pmux Power consumption per multiplexer Nvi
btf Number of waveBand To Fiber (BTF) multiplexers at vi

Pdemux Power consumption per de-multiplexer Nvi
ftb Number of Fiber to waveBand (FTB) de-multiplexers at vi

Pwxc
port Power consumption per wavelength switching port Nvi

btw Number of waveBand to Wavelength (BTW) de-multiplexers at vi

Pbxc
port Power consumption per waveband switching port Nvi,wxc

port Number of wavelength switching ports at vi

P fxc
port Power consumption per fiber switching port Nvi,bxc

port Number of waveband switching ports at vi

Pwc Power consumption per wavelength converter Nvi,fxc
port Number of fiber switching ports at vi

Ppre Power consumption per pre-amplifier N
eij
relay Number of in-line amplifiers on link eij

Prelay Power consumption per in-line amplifier N
eij
rg Number of regenerators on link eij

Ppost Power consumption per post-amplifier W Number of available wavelengths on each fiber
Prg Power consumption per optical regenerator B Number of available wavebands on each fiber
Dlvilc Buffer delay inside the line card at vi F Number of available fibers on each link
Dlvir/t Transmitting and reception delay at vi WB Wavelength capacity
Dlvimg Multi-granularity grooming delay at vi Bcr

port Available bandwidth per core router port
Dlviwc Wavelength conversion delay at vi Bwxc

port Available bandwidth per wavelength switching port
Dlpre Pre-amplification delay Bbxc

port Available bandwidth per waveband switching port
Dlrelay In-line amplification delay Bfxc

port Available bandwidth per fiber switching port
Dlpost Post-amplification delay
Table 2
Variables (output parameters of our problem).

Name Description Name Description

Svi Status of vi Svi,w,α

b_wxc_port Status of the αth bandwidth unit of the wth wavelength switch port at
vi

Svi,j
chas Status of the jth chassis at vi Svi,b

bxc_port Status of the bth waveband switching port at vi

Svi,j,k
lc Status of the kth line card of the jth chassis at vi Svi,b,β

b_bxc_port Status of the βth bandwidth unit of the bth waveband switching port
at vi

Svi,j,k,p
port Status of the pth port of the kth line card of the jth chassis at vi Svi,f

fxc_port Status of the f th fiber switching port at vi

Svi,j,k,p,θ
b_port Status of the θ th bandwidth unit of the pth port of the kth line card of

the jth chassis at vi

Svi
wc Status of the wavelength converter at vi

Svi
t Status of the tth optical transmitter at vi Seij Status of link eij
Svi
r Status of the rth optical receiver at vi S

eij
a Status of the amplifier a on link eij

Svi,m
mux Status of the mth multiplexer at vi S

eij
r Status of regenerator r on link eij

Svi,d
demux Status of the dth de-multiplexer at vi Svi,f ,γ

b_fxc_port Status of the γ th bandwidth unit of the f th fiber switching port at vi

Svi,w
wxc_port Status of the wth wavelength switching port at vi
power consumption of all the devices in the network. Second, we
evaluate the multi-user QoS satisfaction degree (MQSD) of this
candidate path set. In the real world, the traffic with different
application types has different satisfaction degrees of the QoS
parameter requirement. In other words, we need to consider the
diversity of the user’s satisfaction degrees. Therefore, we introduce
a new concept of MQSD. The candidate path set with the highest
MQSD and the lowest power consuming coefficient is the optimal
solution for R.

3.2.2. Quantitative model of power consuming coefficient
The calculation of the power consuming coefficient mainly

depends on how to quantify the actual power consumption in
the network. As shown in Fig. 1, when the traffic arrives at the
IP layer in MTN, the chassis, line cards, and electrical ports of
the core router module are activated sequentially, and then the
traffic is aggregated and processed by the master engine. Through
the E/O conversion at the optical transmitter, the wavelength-
level optical signal is generated and then transmitted into the
MG-OXC. Then, this optical signal goes through WXC (wavelength
conversion if necessary), WTB multiplexer, BXC, BTF multiplexer,
and finally arrives at FXC. For the IP-level traffic leaving the MTN,
a reverse procedure is applied. Therefore, given a traffic matrix R,
the node-level power consumption in processing traffic, denoted
as Pp(R), includes the power consumption of the core router
module Pcr(R), the power consumption of the optical transceivers
Pr/t(R), the power consumption of MG-OXC Pmg_oxc(R), and the
power consumption of wavelength converters Pwc(R). They are
formulated in Eqs. (1)–(5) below:

Pp(R) = Pcr(R) + Pr/t(R) + Pmg_oxc(R) + Pwc(R) (1)

See Box I.

Pr/t(R) =

|V |−1
i=0

N
vi
t

t=1

Svi
t × Pt +

|V |−1
i=0

N
vi
r

r=1

Svi
r × Pr (3)

See Box II.

Pwc(R) =

|V |−1
i=0

Pwc × Svi
wc . (5)
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2)
Pcr(R) =

|V |−1
i=0

Pcr
ctr +

N
vi
chas
j=1


Pcr
chas × Svi,j

chas+

N
vi,j
lc

k=1

Pcr
lc × Svi,j,k

lc +

N
vi,j,k
port
p=1

Pcr
port +

Bcrport
θ=1

Pcr
b_port · Svi,j,k,p,θ

b_port

 × Svi,j,k,p
port




 (

Box I.
4)
Pmg_oxc(R) =

|V |−1
i=0



N
vi,wxc
port
w=1

Pwxc
port +

Bwxc
port

α=1

Pwxc
b_port × Svi,w,α

b_wxc_port

 × Svi,w
wxc_port

+

N
vi
wtb+N

vi
btf

m=1

Pmux × Svi,m
mux +

N
vi,bxc
port
b=1

Pbxc
port +

Bbxcport
β=1

Pbxc
b_port × Svi,b,β

b_bxc_port

 × Svi,b
bxc_port

+

N
vi
ftb+N

vi
btw

d=1

Pdemux × Svi,d
demux +

N
vi,fxc
port
f=1

P fxc
port +

Bfxcport
γ=1

P fxc
b_port × Svi,f ,γ

b_fxc_port

 × Svi,f
fxc_port


(

Box II.
The power consumption of link transmission is the sum
of the optical amplifier’s power consumption and the optical
regenerator’s power consumption. It is formulated as follows:

Pt (R) =

|V |−1
i=0

|V |−1
j=0

Ppre +

N
eij
relay
a=1

Prelay × S
eij
a + Ppost +

N
eij
rg

r=1

Prg × S
eij
r

 . (6)

Therefore, we calculate the power consuming coefficient Cp(R),
which is the ratio of the actual power consumption P(R) to
the maximum power consumption Pmax (i.e., the total power
consumption when all the devices are active) in the network. We
have

Cp(R) = P(R)/Pmax (7)

P(R) = Pp(R) + Pt(R). (8)
Obviously, the power consuming coefficient characterizes the

network power efficiency. Smaller values of Cp(R) mean higher
power efficiency.

3.2.3. Quantitative model of MQSD
The MQSD comes from the combination of various single-

user QoS satisfaction degrees for various traffic requests rsd in R.
Therefore, we need to calculate the single-user QoS satisfaction
degree for each traffic request. The following calculationmethod is
used. In the candidate path set of a given traffic request rsd ∈ R, we
collect the actual QoS parameter values on each candidate path and
then evaluate these parameter values to construct a single-user
QoS satisfaction degreematrix (SQSDM). Then, we randomly select
one column from the SQSDM and put them together to generate a
multi-userQoS satisfaction degreematrix (MQSDM) forR. Based on
this MQSDM, we calculate the MQSD values for various candidate
path sets for R.

Given the traffic request rsd ∈ R, the acquisition of actual
QoS parameter values on the candidate paths depends on the
quantitative method of QoS parameters. The bandwidth of the nth
candidate path selected by rsd, denoted as Bwn (rsd), includes the
actual bandwidth occupied at the IP layer, Bwn

E (rsd), and the actual
bandwidth occupied at the optical transport layer, Bwn

O (rsd). That is

Bwn (rsd) =

Nvs
chas
j=1

Nvs,j
lc

k=1

N
vs,j,k
port
p=1

Bcrport
θ=1

Svs,j,k,p,θ
b_port
+

N
vd
chas
j=1

N
vd,j
lc
k=1

N
vd,j,k
port
p=1

Bcrport
θ=1

Svd,j,k,p,θ
b_port +

Nvs,wxc
port
w=1

Bwxc
port

α=1

Svs,w,α
b_wxc_port

+

N
vd,wxc
port
w=1

Bwxc
port

α=1

Svd,w,α

b_wxc_port +

Nvs,bxc
port
b=1

Bbxcport
β=1

Svs,b,β
b_bxc_port

+

N
vd,bxc
port
b=1

Bbxcport
β=1

Svd,b,β
b_bxc_port +

Nvs,fxc
port
f=1

Bfxcport
γ=1

Svs,f ,γ
b_fxc_port

+

N
vd,fxc
port
f=1

Bfxcport
γ=1

Svd,f ,γ
b_fxc_port . (9)

The delay of the nth candidate path selected by rsd, denoted as
Dln (rsd), includes the node processing delay Dlnp (rsd), and the link
transmission delay Dlnt (rsd). That is

Dln (rsd) = Dlnp (rsd) + Dlnt (rsd) (10)

Dlnp (rsd) = Dlvslc + Dlvdlc + Dlvsr/t + Dlvdr/t + Dlvsmg

+Dlvdmg +

|V |−1
i=0

Dlviwc × Svi
wc (11)

Dlnt (rsd) =

|V |−1
i=0

|V |−1
j=0


Dlpre +

N
eij
relay
a=1

Dlrelay × S
eij
a

+

N
eij
rg

r=1

Dlrg × S
eij
r + Dlpost + Dlt

 × Seij

 . (12)

From Eq. (11), we can see that only at the two end
nodes of a candidate path will the traffic add/drop processing
happen; however, at the intermediate nodes, only the necessary
wavelength conversion is performed. The processing delay of other
devices does not need to be considered.

The link delay jitter is a kind of additive QoS parameter.
Therefore, the delay jitter of the nth candidate path selected by
rsd, denoted as Jtn (rsd), is the sum of the delay jitters on all the
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occupied links. That is,

Jtn(rsd) =

|V |−1
i=0

|V |−1
j=0


Jt


eij


× Seij


. (13)

The error rate is a kind of multiplicative QoS parameter.
Therefore, the error rate of the nth candidate path selected by rsd,
denoted as Ern(rsd), is calculated as follows:

Ern(rsd) = 1 −

|V |−1
i=0

(1 − Er (vi)) × Svi . (14)

We first evaluate the obtained QoS parameter information
above. Given a traffic request rsd ∈ R of application type t , for
the corresponding QoS parameter θn(rsd) on the nth candidate
path, the evaluation function α

n,t
θ (rsd) is defined in Box III where

h is a pure positive decimal and θ represents any type of QoS
parameter. For example, when θ takes the bandwidth parameter
Bw, we have α

n,t
θ (rsd) = α

n,t
Bw (rsd), θ t

max = bw_ht , θ t
min = bw_lt ,

θn(rsd) = Bwn(rsd).
In this paper, the diversity of the users’ QoS satisfaction

degrees is considered, that is, the traffic of different application
types has different requirements over various QoS parameters.
For application type t , its QoS weight coefficient matrix is
wBw

t , wDl
t , w

Jt
t , wEr

t


, where wBw

t + wDl
t + w

Jt
t + wEr

t = 1 and

wBw
t , wDl

t , w
Jt
t , wEr

t > 0 should be satisfied. When we calculate N
candidate paths for the traffic request rsd of application type t , we
can construct the SQSDM for rsd as below:

StQoS (rsd) =



α
1,t
Bw (rsd)
BW t

,
α

2,t
Bw (rsd)
BW t

, . . .
α

N,t
Bw (rsd)
BW t

α
1,t
Dl (rsd)
DLt

,
α

2,t
Dl (rsd)
DLt

, . . .
α

N,t
Dl (rsd)
DLt

α
1,t
Jt (rsd)

JT t
,
α

2,t
Jt (rsd)

JT t
, . . .

α
N,t
Jt (rsd)

JT t

α
1,t
Er (rsd)
ERt

,
α

2,t
Er (rsd)
ERt

, . . .
α

N,t
Er (rsd)
ERt


×


wBw

t , wDl
t , w

Jt
t , wEr

t


. (16)

Here, BW t
=

N
n=1 α

n,t
Bw (rsd), DLt =

N
n=1 α

n,t
Dl (rsd), JT t

=N
n=1 α

n,t
Jt (rsd), and ERt

=
N

n=1 α
n,t
Er (rsd).

We randomly select one column from each SQSDM and put
them together to form the MQSDM, denoted as SQoS(R). Therefore,
for the trafficmatrix R, each candidate path set corresponds to each
SQoS(R). The MQSD value Q (R) is used to evaluate the candidate
path set. However, it is not enough to describe Q (R) by the average
value E


SQoS(R)


of all the elements in SQoS(R). Meanwhile, we

need to consider the variance of MQSD, denoted as D

SQoS(R)


, to

guarantee the global optimum of Q (R). Intuitively, both a greater
average value and a lower variance value mean a higher MQSD in
the whole network. Therefore, Q (R) is calculated as below:

Q (R) = E

SQoS(R)

D[SQoS (R)] . (17)

3.2.4. Optimization objectives
The optimization objectives of this paper are to minimize the

power consuming coefficient and to maximize the multi-user QoS
satisfaction degree, i.e.,

Minimize [Cp(R)/Q (R)] (18)
under the following constraints:

Svi,j
chas ≤

N
vi,j
lc

k=1

Svi,j,k
lc ∀i, j (19)

Svi,j
chas ≥ Svi,j,k

lc ∀i, j, k (20)

Svi,j,k
lc ≤

N
vi,j,k
port
p=1

Svi,j,k,p
port ∀i, j, k (21)

Svi,j,k
lc ≥ Svi,j,k,p

port ∀i, j, k, p (22)
w∈b

BWw
≤ C f ,b

eij , ∀eij,∀b ∈ f (23)
b∈f

BW b
≤ C f

eij , ∀eij,∀f ∈ eij (24)


f∈eij

BW f
≤ Ceij , ∀eij (25)

Bwn (rsd) ≤ bw_ht (26)

Dln (rsd) ≤ dl_ht (27)

Jtn (rsd) ≤ jt_ht (28)

Ern (rsd) ≤ er_ht . (29)

Constraints (19) and (21) guarantee that if there is no port/line
card in the working status on a line card/chassis, this line
card/chassis must be turned into the idle state. Constraints (20)
and (22) guarantee that if a port/line card is in the active status, the
related line card/chassismust be in theworking status. Constraints
(23) and (24), and (25) show that the total bandwidth occupied
on a wavelength, waveband, and fiber should not exceed the
capacity of the waveband, the capacity of the fiber, and the link
capacity, respectively. Constraints (26)–(29) guarantee that the
total bandwidth, delay, delay jitter, and error rate of a path selected
by the traffic request rsd should not exceed their upper bounds
of various QoS requirements of rsd. This optimization problem
is proved to be NP-hard [11] and the intelligent optimization
techniques or heuristic methods can be used to find sub-optimal
or fast optimal solutions.

4. A green integrated routing andgrooming algorithmbasedon
biogeography-based optimization

In this paper, we propose GRG_BBO, which jointly utilizes
traffic reorganization, hybrid grooming, waveband switching,
and intelligent BBO. The BBO plays the key role in GRG_BBO.
It further improves the power efficiency of the other three
strategies, accelerates the global optimization of the network
power efficiency and the multi-user satisfaction degree, and
facilitates the cross-layer optimization of the power savings. In
GRG_BBO, the ecological system represents the solution, i.e., a set
of paths, which satisfies all the traffic requests in the traffic matrix
R. The solution is initialized through GREEDY path search [26] on
our constructed auxiliary graph. A habitat in the ecological system
represents a path searched by GRG_BBO for a traffic request rsd ∈

R on the auxiliary graph. The populations in a habitat represent
the links of the path. The habitat suitability index reflects the
comprehensive evaluation on the power consuming coefficient
and the single-user QoS satisfaction degree (SQSD) of the selected
path of rsd. The global HSI of the ecological system reflects the
comprehensive evaluation on the power consuming coefficient of
the whole network and the MQSD. The prominent advantage of
GRG_BBO is to exploit the common links as the superior feature,
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5)
α
n,t
θ (rsd) =


1 θn(rsd) ≤ θ t

min
θ t
max − h × θ t

min − (1 − h) × θn(rsd)
θ t
max − θ t

min
θ t
min < θn(rsd) < θ t

max

h θn(rsd) = θ t
max

0 θn(rsd) > θ t
max

(1

Box III.
and to perform the migration of links (i.e., populations) between
the different paths (i.e., habitats). As such, the power efficiency
of hybrid grooming and waveband switching is further improved.
The mutation operation of links is utilized to enrich the link
diversity and to provide more optional paths for GRG_BBO. The
superior feature in BBO is maintained and even expanded, thereby
the global optimization of the network performance is finally
achieved.

4.1. Construction of layered auxiliary graph

We have designed a novel layered auxiliary graph (LAG)
which is orthogonal to the layered graph with the functionalities
of power awareness and modularized management in [4]. The
difference is that the waveband and fiber layers are added into
our LAG to supportmulti-granularity routing. Correspondingly, we
transform the green unicast routing issue into the problem of LAG
construction. In LAG, the edge weight is set as (Ca, Pc,Dl, Jt, Er),
where Ca, Pc , Dl, Jt and Er separately represent the capacity,
power consumption, delay, delay jitter, and error rate of the
corresponding link. Based on the LAG, we calculate one ormultiple
candidate paths, each of which satisfies its QoS requirements, for
the given traffic request. We illustrate the LAG construction and
the candidate path computation on LAG constructed from a simple
three-node network topology. As shown in Fig. 3, the detailed
method of LAG construction is described as follows.

Step 1: Generate the nodes in LAG according to vi ∈ V (the node
degree is di) in G(V , E). From the bottom access layer to the
top fiber layer, the total number of nodes is 2 ×


2 + Nvi

chas

+ Nvi,j
lc + Nvi,j,k

port + F × di + B × di + W × di

.

Step 2: Generate the edges in LAG according to vi ∈ V by the
following procedure.

Step 2.1: At the access layer, add a grooming edge from the adding
node to the dropping node and the edge weight is
(∞, 0, 0, 0, 0). Add an access edge between the access
layer node and the chassis layer node and the edge
weight is (∞, 0, 0, 0, 0). Add a chassis edge between
the chassis layer node and the line card layer node and
the edge weight is


∞, Pcr

ctr + Pcr
chas, 0, 0, 0


. Add a line

card edge between the line card layer node and the port
layer node and the edge weight is


∞, Pcr

lc ,Dlvilc , 0, 0

.

Add a port edge between the port layer node and
the transceiver layer node and the edge weight is
∞, Pcr

port , 0, 0, 0

.

Step 2.2: Add a transmitting edge and a receiving edge between
the transceiver layer node and thewavelength layer node
and the edge weights are


WB, Pt + Pwxc

port ,Dl
vi
r/t , 0, 0


and


WB, Pr + Pwxc

port ,Dl
vi
r/t , 0, 0


, respectively. Add a

multiplexing edge and a de-multiplexing edge between
the wavelength layer node and the waveband layer
node and the edge weights are (W · WB/B, Pwxc

port +

Pmux + Pbxc
port , 0, 0, 0) and (W · WB/B, Pwxc

port + Pdemux +

Pbxc
port , 0, 0, 0), respectively. Add a multiplexing edge
and a de-multiplexing edge between the waveband
layer node and the fiber layer node and the edge
weights are


W · WB, Pbxc

port + Pmux + P fxc
port , 0, 0, 0


and

W · WB, Pbxc
port + Pdemux + P fxc

port , 0, 0, 0

, respectively.

Step 2.3: At the wavelength layer, waveband layer, and fiber layer,
separately add the wavelength bypass edge, waveband
bypass edge, and fiber bypass edge from the dropping
node to all the adding nodes. The weight of each edge is
(∞, 0, 0, 0, 0). If node vi has the wavelength conversion
function, add awavelength conversion edge and the edge
weight is


∞, 2 × Pwxc

port + Pwc,Dl
vi
wc, 0, 0


.

Step 3: Generate the links in LAG according to eij ∈ E in G(V , E).
If link eij connects vi and vj, add a wavelength-link and the

link weight is

WB, Ppre +

N
eij
relay

a=1 Prelay × S
eij
a +

N
eij
rg

r=1 Prg × S
eij
r +

Ppost ,Dlpre +
N

eij
relay

a=1 Dlrelay × S
eij
a +

N
eij
rg

r=1 Dlrg × S
eij
r + Dlpost + Dlt ,

Jt

eij


, Er (vi)


.

Step 4: The construction of LAG is completed.
In the simple three-node topology shown in Fig. 3(a), we make

the following assumptions. Each network node is equipped with
one chassis. Each chassis has one line card. Each line card has
two ports. Only node 3 has the wavelength conversion capability.
Each link has two wavelengths, one waveband, and one fiber. The
corresponding LAG is constructed by the aforementioned method
and it is shown in Fig. 3(b). When we calculate a candidate
path for the traffic request r13, the direction mapping of this
candidate path on LAG is denoted by the green line in Fig. 3(b). If
this candidate path satisfies the waveband merging condition, its
following direction mapping is shown by the blue line in Fig. 3(b).
We can see that the LAG not only implements the integration of
the IP core router devices and the optical OXC devices, but alsowell
supports the joint routing at both the IP layer and optical transport
layer.

4.2. Solution representation and initialization

The ecological system ES|V |×|V | represents the solution matrix.
A solution is a path set, which satisfies all the traffic requests
in the traffic matrix R. The element in ES|V |×|V | is denoted as
ESij


HSIij,Nij


and represents a path (habitat) from node vi to

node vj. HSIij is the habitat suitability index value of ESij and its
computation method is shown in Eq. (30). Nij is an array used
to record the link (population) index (i.e., the serial number of
the wavelength/waveband occupied by the link) on ESij. We run
the GREEDY algorithm sequentially over our constructed LAG and
calculate a candidate path for each traffic request rsd ∈ R. Finally,
the generated initial set of candidate paths is the initial solution
matrix (i.e., the ecological system):

HSIij = P

rij


/Q


rij


(30)

where P

rij


is the actual power consumption by the selected path

ESij of the traffic request rij ∈ R; Q

rij


is the SQSD of rij. We
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the LAG.
first construct the SQSDM StQoS (rsd) according to Eq. (16), and then
calculate its average value E


StQoS (rsd)


and the deviation value

D

StQoS (rsd)


. Finally, we have

Q

rij


= E


StQoS (rsd)

D
StQoS (rsd)


. (31)
4.3. Migration

Migration is an important approach of exchanging the superior
feature (i.e., the common links) among paths (habitats) and helps
us to evolve the ecological system (solution matrix). We first rank
the habitat suitability index (HSI) of ESij and determine if ESij needs
to be processed by the migration. The following method is utilized
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Fig. 4. Pseudo code of updating es.
to obtain the evaluation rank of HSI for ESij. Given the size N of
ES|V |×|V |, i.e., the total number of paths in the ecological system,
N is just the highest rank Kmax, which is owned by the path ESi∗j∗
with the largest HSIi∗j∗ in ES|V |×|V |. Then, we sort all the paths
in ES|V |×|V | according to HSI in descending order. Finally, starting
from ESi∗j∗, we set the corresponding evaluation rank kij for each
path ESij in the order of decreasing Kmax per time. Based on the
given evaluation rank kij, we can calculate the immigration rate
λin
ij and the emigration rate λout

ij for each path ESij. λin
ij measures

the probability that some links on other paths (populations) are
transferred into ESij. λout

ij measures the probability that ESij moves
some links out into other paths. λin

ij and λout
ij are calculated as

follows:

λin
ij = E ·


1 −

kij
Kmax


(32)

λout
ij =

L · kij
Kmax

(33)

where E and L are the maximum immigration rate and the
maximum emigration rate, respectively.

Given themigration probability Rm, ifλin
ij > Rm, wewill perform

the immigration operation on ESij. We use the following ‘‘roulette
wheel’’ method to select the corresponding emigrating links for
ESij. First, we sum up the emigration rates of other paths and
calculate the range for each path on the wheel. Then, we generate
a random decimal and see which range it falls into. The path
associated with this range is selected as the emigration habitat.
For example, the emigration rates of three paths are 0.4, 0.3, and
0.3, respectively. We first obtain three ranges [0, 0.4], [0.4, 0.7],
and [0.7, 1] followed by the ‘‘roulette wheel’’ method above. If
the random decimal is set by 0.75, the third path is selected as
the emigration habitat. In this emigration path, we select the links
with the same end nodes as emigrating links, and then they are
immigrated into ESij. Thus, the migration of ESij is completed.

4.4. Mutation

After executing the migration among paths, if HSIij of the path
ESij is still low, we infer that the path has low quality. In this
case, the operation of mutation should be implemented over ESij
to enhance its link diversity. The mutation is expected to increase
the probability that ESij is changed into a better path in the matrix.
The mutation probability function γ


ESij


is used to determine

whether the mutation operation needs to be performed over ESij.
It is calculated as follows:

γ

ESij


= γmax ·


1 −

Kij

Kmax


(34)

where γmax is the maximummutation probability. Given a random
positive decimal σ , if γ


ESij


> σ , wewill use Dijkstra’s algorithm

to recalculate a candidate path ES ′

ij onour LAG for the traffic request
rij. Thus, the mutation operation is completed for ESij.

4.5. Solution matrix update

Each time we get a new solution matrix (ecological system)
es′, we need to update the whole HSI of the ecological system to
GHSI


es′


. GHSI


es′


is used to evaluate the solution matrix es′.

It is related to the total power consumption of network devices
occupied by the selected paths of various traffic requests and the
value of MQSD. It is calculated as below:

GHSI

es′


=


Cp(R)/Q (R), es′ is an available solution
0, others (35)

Fig. 4 shows the pseudo code of updating es into es′.

4.6. GRG_BBO

Fig. 5 shows the pseudo code of GRG_BBO. The input parameters
are R, LAG, NE, and Rm. R is the traffic matrix. LAG is the constructed
layered auxiliary graph. NE denotes the maximum times of
continuous iteration. Rm denotes the migration probability.

Lines 1–4 are for generating the initial solution es by the
method in Section 4.2. Lines 9–14 are for performing themigration
operations for the paths in the solution matrix es by the method
in Section 4.3. Lines 15–21 are for performing the mutation
operations for the paths in the solution matrix es by the method
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Fig. 5. Pseudo code of GRG_BBO.
in Section 4.4. Line 22 is for generating the new ecological system
es′ and calculating the corresponding GHSI


es′


by the method in

Section 4.5.

5. Performance evaluation

We have evaluated the performance of GRG_BBO through sim-
ulation experiments. For comparison purposes, we have identi-
fied two state-of-the-art heuristic algorithms for traffic grooming,
i.e., THG (traditional hybrid grooming) [4] and PAHG (power aware
hybrid grooming) [24]. Since our algorithm is based on the intelli-
gent algorithmBBO, to guarantee the comparison fairness, we have
also integrated the BBO part into THG and PAHG. Thus, two new
counterpart algorithms, i.e., THG_BBO and PAHG_BBO, are devel-
oped in the simulation experiments against GRG_BBO.

All these three algorithms have similar complexity and over-
head. The overhead of these algorithms mainly comes from two
components. One is the route search on LAG and the other is BBO.
Both THG and PAHG are actually kinds of greedy algorithms which
select the available shortest path for each traffic request sequen-
tially. The addition of BBO is to enhance the routing search capa-
bility. However, in GRG_BBO, the routing and traffic grooming are
integrated. The BBO part helps to enhance the sharing of the com-
mon links for reducing the number of active components. There-
fore, under the same complexity and overhead, we will investigate
the performance of GRG_BBO against the other two algorithms in
terms of the power consumption, QoS, and running time.

The implementation of GRG_BBO is an easy task. In BBO, each
candidate path is regarded as a habitat and all the links on this
path form the population. Therefore, no extra data structures are
required. In GRG_BBO, the number of habitats is the same as the
number of candidate paths. However, the number of candidate
path is linearly related to the number of traffic requests. Therefore,
the number of habitats is linearly related to the size of the traffic
matrix. GRG_BBO has good scalability.

We use four topologies as shown in Fig. 6. These four topologies
are SuperSINET of Japan, NSFNET of America, CERNET2 of China,
and GéANT2 of Europe. The test topologies are assumed to have
sufficient network resources.We compare the network power con-
sumption and analyze the power consumption ratio of the device.
∀vi ∈ V , Nvi

chas = 4, Nvi,j
lc = 4, Nvi,j,k

port = 4. The other parameters are
set in Table 3.

5.1. Comparison of network power consumption
Fig. 7 shows the comparison results of network power

consumption for these three algorithms in different topologies. In
each topology, the number of traffic requests is increased from
950 to 4000. The simulation results show that the network power
consumption by using GRG_BBO is much lower than those of the
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(a) SuperSINET. (b) NSFNET.

(c) CERNET2. (d) GéANT2.

Fig. 6. Test topologies.
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(a) Power consumption in SuperSINET. (b) Power consumption in NSFNET.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of power consumption in the four topologies.
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Fig. 8. The power consumption ratios of the different devices over various network topologies.
Table 3
Test parameters.

Name Value Name Value

W 60 Pwxc
port 20W

WB OC-768 Pbxc
port 20W

Pcr
ctr 356W P fxc

port 20W
Pcr
port 150W Pwc 18W

Pt 3.5W Ppre 4.8W
Pr 3.5W Prelay 4.8W
Pmux 1W Ppost 4.8W
Pdemux 1W Prg 26W

other two algorithms. Moreover, with the increasing number of
traffic requests, the power saving becomesmore andmore evident.
The improvement ratio is in the range of 2%–15%. The average
improvement ratio is approximately 5%. It is expected since in
PAHG_BBO, each wavelength-route consumes a large number of
optical switching ports and the number of switching ports in use is
significantly increased when more traffic requests arrive. By using
THG_BBO, due to the fact that the chassis or line cards do not have
the function of modularized management, the time and devices
involved in active mode are increased significantly when more
traffic requests arrive.

On the one hand, GRG_BBO utilizes the waveband switching
technique and conducts the path migration operations based on
the superior feature of common links. Thus, by using GRG_BBO, the
multiple lightpaths with traversing the common links are merged
into the waveband tunnel and transmitted as a single entity so
that a quantity of optical switching ports are saved. Therefore,
GRG_BBO has lower network power consumption than that of
PAHG_BBO. On the other hand, in the novel node structure of
MTN, the chassis, line cards, and ports all have the capability of
power awareness andmanagement, which increase the number of
components at idle states. Therefore, GRG_BBO has lower power
consumption than that of THG_BBO as well.

As shown from Fig. 7, these three algorithms have produced
significantly different power consumption over the four different
topologies. The reason is due to that they have different network
size. SuperSINET has 12 nodes. NSFNET has 18 nodes. CERNET2
has 20 nodes. GéANT2 has 33 nodes. More nodes lead to
higher complexity of the network topology. Since the traffic
requests are randomly generated, the lightpaths in larger networks
are generally more complicated than the lightpaths in smaller
networks. Therefore, the lightpaths in GéANT2 consume the most
power whilst the lightpaths in SuperSINET consume the least
power.

5.2. Analysis of the power consumption ratio of the devices

Fig. 8 shows the power consumption ratio of devices for each
algorithm over different topologies when the number of traffic
requests is set as 4 × 103. With the increase of the network size,
the probability of the waveband merging is increased and the
power consumption from the optical devices is thereby decreased.
Thus, in Fig. 8(a), the power consumption ratio of the core router
module rises up with the increase of the network size. Fig. 8(b)
shows that the power consumption ratio of the optical transceivers
in GRG_BBO is the highest. The reason is that the total network
power consumption in GRG_BBO is the lowest although the power
consumption of optical transceivers is equal in different algorithms
under the same number of traffic requests. Thus, the power
consumption ratio of optical transceivers in GRG_BBO is higher
than the ratios in other algorithms over various topologies. Fig. 8(c)
shows that the power consumption ratio of OXC in PAHG_BBO is
significantly higher than the ratios in other algorithms. Since it has
not exploited the waveband switching scheme, all the wavelength
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the average running time (denoted by columns) and the average number of iterations (denoted by red curve).
routes use a large number of OXC ports to transmit the traffic.
Thus, the power consumption ratio of OXC is remarkably increased.
Fig. 8(d) shows that the power consumption ratio of link devices
in these algorithms rises up with the increase of the network size.
This is because that the average path length is longer and thereby
more link devices are traversed when the network size becomes
larger.

5.3. BBO vs GREEDY

To evaluate the effectiveness of the BBO strategy, in addition
to running the proposed algorithm based on BBO, we also run it
based on the GREEDY strategy. Over CERNET2, we compare the
performance of the algorithms between BBO and GREEDY with
the increasing number of traffic requests. The performancemetrics
are multi-user QoS satisfaction degree (MQSD) and the routing
success ratio. Fig. 9 plots the comparison results which show that
when the number of traffic requests reaches a critical value, both
MQSD and the routing success ratio decrease. The reduction of QoS
satisfaction degree comes from the fact that the algorithm cannot
find satisfactory paths for all the arrived traffic due to insufficient
network resources.

We also note that BBO always performs better in terms of
MQSD and routing success ratio. The contributions aremade by the
mutation operations in BBO, which can improve the path diversity
and thereby provide a broader scope of paths selected for the
user. Fig. 10 shows the comparison results of the average running
time and the average number of iterations over four different
topologies. We can see that the running time of BBO is much
longer than that of GREEDY. With the increase of the network
size, the number of iterations for reaching the optimal routing also
increases. Therefore, a larger network size leads to longer running
time of the algorithms. As futurework,wewill study how to reduce
both the running time and the number of iterations.
6. Conclusions and future work

This paper aims to help build a cross-layer optimization based
and power-efficient multi-granularity transport network. It first
characterizes the traffic matrix to form the mapping between
the user application type and QoS requirements. Two important
metrics are introduced, i.e., the power consuming coefficient and
multi-user QoS satisfaction degree, to comprehensively evaluate
the performance of a power-efficient multi-granularity transport
network. Based on the novel node structure, we construct the
layered auxiliary graph to implement joint routing at both the
IP layer and optical transport layer. The paths are calculated on
the LAG. Furthermore, by using biogeography based intelligent
optimization method BBO, we propose a green integrated routing
and grooming algorithm called GRG_BBO.

By using GRG_BBO, the IP layer core router module has the
capabilities of power awareness and management. GRG_BBO
adjusts the status of chassis, line cards, and ports in response
to the traffic load change. Thus, more chassis and line cards
are turned into idle states to reduce the power consumption of
IP layer devices. At the optical transport layer, the waveband
switching is used to reduce the optical switching ports in use and
the associated power consumption. By using the BBO strategy,
the common links are regarded as a superior feature that is
used in migration and mutation between various paths. The BBO
strategy improves the hybrid grooming and waveband merging
capabilities, provides the global optimization of thenetworkpower
consumption and the user QoS satisfaction degree, and jointly
optimizes the power efficiency at both the IP layer and optical
transport layer. The simulation results demonstrate that compared
to the existing state-of-the-art power-efficient routing algorithms,
GRG_BBO achievesmore power saving and provides higher quality
of services to the users. The proposed GRG_BBO is an effective
approach of helping design a power-efficient multi-granularity
transport network.
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There are two directions to carry on future work. One is to
use other population-based artificial intelligence techniques to
solve this problem. The popular population-based AI techniques
include Genetic Algorithm, Ant Colony Optimization, Particle
Swarm Optimization, etc. We can apply them to solve our routing
and grooming problem separately. Extensive experiments will
be conducted to compare them with GRG_BBO to see if further
performance improvement can be achieved. The other direction is
to change our optimization model from single-objective to multi-
objective. For our problem, we have two optimization objectives,
i.e., the power consuming coefficient and the multi-user QoS
satisfaction degree. In this work, actually, we have combined them
into a singlemetric. However, there are quite a fewmulti-objective
optimization algorithms which have been proved successful in
solving the other multi-objective optimization problems. We will
then separate the two optimization problems in our problem and
apply the multi-objective optimization algorithms to solve it. The
results will be compared with the ones obtained by GRG_BBO for
further analysis.
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